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Abstract: Evolution of E-commerce in today’s scenario is deliberately growing, and in order to boost client’s sales and stay ahead of the competition, it is important to get on with online shopping trends and understand customer’s needs. Shopping websites have shown a tremendous rise in product availability on the website in past few years. This arises a problem of exploding databases. Websites use many data mining algorithms and recommendation system but still, users might or might not get the best product for their search which results in declination of customer experience. Minimizing the search results to optimality and integrating products from multiple websites can economize time and customer’s experience. Moreover, no shopping website has price tracking and prediction algorithm for the customer. Our System tends to provide customers with rich and expensive products from all available shopping websites at the cheapest price of their choice without using manual filters, with the help of web scraping and Product Rank Algorithm. With the increasing profits due to sales, we must also manifest the loss incurred due to bargain with the customers. Our System will also be able to track down dead pages and price errors that can prove as a good forensic system for different shopping websites.
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I. Introduction

Almost every human being is well known of the word E-commerce, as it becomes an indivisible part of our life. E-commerce is most advancing and progressive platform where there are millions of products available to billions of customers. Every second thousand of products is purchased on e-commerce sites. In India e-commerce is growing faster than other countries as the annual rate of purchasing is 51% in India and it is increasing day by day. [1][2]

We can see that every festival season there are many sales, offers, and discounts on products of e-commerce sites, which leads to customer attraction and customer growth. Also discounts given on the product to increase demand for that particular product. In the season of festival, sale, offers customers are not able to find their desired product from thousands of varieties of products at best quality and cheap price. Sometimes it is server issue or maybe traffic issues at the site. A common person cannot find the product from so many different products. Filters may work at that time. [4]

Our System will work on different types of e-commerce websites. As a crawler, it will extract all products from e-commerce sites and generate a list of products. It filters all products on the basis of best quality and price. Great discounted products will be listed first, so it becomes easy to find out the desired product with the best quality at best price. At a time, Our System will give a list of featured products from multiple e-commerce websites like Flipkart, Amazon, Snapdeal, and Paytm. [4]

II. Implementation

Our System consists of web scraping module and data mining module. It was implemented using Python on PyCharm IDE. The user enters his/her desired product into the search bar and waits for output. Along with the Name of the product, the user is also asked to enter how much discount percentage is desired and what is his/her maximum budget. Also, these data are stored in the activity tracker database in case if the same user visits again and searches for a new product, Our System will act as a recommendation system too. After that, all the E-Commerce websites associated with that product will be scraped and stored in the database. Our System will then use Product Rank Algorithm to rank products accordingly and also will try to find the similar product using Recommendation System. The whole process nearly requires few seconds if the user is having at least speed of 1Mbps internet connection and a system with 1 GHz Processor.
A. **Dataset:**

Using Web-Scraping technique, data of around 8000 entries had been collected and stored in MongoDB database. The dataset contains following attributes:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of the Product</th>
<th>Category of the Product</th>
<th>Deal Price</th>
<th>Normal Price</th>
<th>Discount</th>
<th>Popularity</th>
<th>Customer Review</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Table 1:** Parameters considered for our system.

B. **Steps of the system:**

Step 1: User enters the search input and minimum discount on a product with its budget

Step 2: The entered input will be saved in activity tracker database file and will be used as a parameter in web scraping.

Step 3: As per user’s input, E-Commerce websites are scraped and stored in the database.

Step 4: Applying Product Rank Algorithm and Recommendation Algorithm to the rank product according to user’s search parameter.

Step 5: Displaying the filtered products to the user

C. **Product Rank Algorithm:**

After Scraping products from the websites, it is not necessary that products are filtered according to user’s search parameter so our system performs 2-layer filtering for the user.

The Initial value for every parameter will be given a value of 1/n (n = no. of parameters) and based on it we rank our scraped products. In the end, the product with the highest rank will be displayed first to the user.

We assume there are Parameter A₁…Aₙ who has products T₁…Tₙ which point to it. The parameter d is the damping factor which can be set between 0 and 1. Also, C(A₁) …C(Aₙ) is defined as the number of links outgoing from Parameters. Then the Product Rank (PDR) of Product T⁽ⁱ⁾ (where i is the desired product) is given as follows:

\[
PDR(T^{(i)}) = (1-d) + d \left( \frac{PDR(A_1)}{C(A_1)} + \ldots + \frac{PDR(A_n)}{C(A_n)} \right)
\]

Where,

- \(PDR(A_0)\) = Product Rank of Parameter A at \(i^{th}\) Position
- \(PDR(T^{(i)})\) = Product Rank of Product T at \(i^{th}\) Position associated with Parameters
- \(PDRC(A_0)\) = Total No. of outgoing links from Parameter A at \(i^{th}\) Position

\(d\) = Damping Factor. Here we assume \(d = 0.85\)

**Fig.1** consists of parameters in the boxes and nodes represent the product associated with that parameter.

Consider the following example shown in Fig. 1 which consists of three different parameters listed in the boxes and all the circle represents products.

The total no. of incoming links to a specific product decides the Product Rank of the following product. If there does not exist a link from a parameter to a product it will be considered as zero.

**Initial Assumptions:**

- PDR (Title of the product) = 0.33333
- PDR (Product Discount) = 0.33333
- PDR (Product Budget) = 0.33333
Table 2: Calculation of Product Rank for Products shown in Fig. 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Products</th>
<th>$PDR(A_1)/C(A_1) + \ldots + PDR(A_n)/C(A_n)$</th>
<th>PDR(T) = (1-d) + d(X)</th>
<th>Product Rank</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Product 1</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.2435</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product 2</td>
<td>0.2776</td>
<td>0.38596</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product 3</td>
<td>0.083</td>
<td>0.22055</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product 4</td>
<td>0.2776</td>
<td>0.38596</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product 5</td>
<td>0.1667</td>
<td>0.2917</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Here Product 2 and Product 4 have highest Product Rank and therefore Product 2 and Product 4 will be displayed first. We can also adjust the Product Rank values of parameters in case one parameter holds more weight than the other parameter.

D. Recommendation Algorithm:

After scraping all the desired products, the parameters from activity tracker database will be used to recommend more products to the user.

Consider an example, where there are 4 users named Alice, Bob, Chris and Daniel have the common interest in playing games. There are multiple games which are based on Strategy or Action. The table demonstrates the liking of the game from 0 to 5 rating of an individual person.

Table 3: Example dataset for recommendation system

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Games</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Alice</th>
<th>Bob</th>
<th>Chris</th>
<th>Daniel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Clash of Clans</td>
<td>Strategy</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dota 2</td>
<td>Strategy</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dark Souls</td>
<td>Adventure</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Darksiders</td>
<td>Adventure</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In order to predict the values which are not available, we use content-based recommendation System to identify the unknown values.

Here $n_u = \text{no. of users}$, $n_g = \text{no. of games}$, $r(i,j) = 1$ if user has rated gate $i$, $y^{(i)}(j) = \text{rating given by user j to game i}$ (defined only if $r(i,j) = 1$). Let $x_1$ and $x_2$ be the degree to measure a game and $x_0 = 1$.

Table 4: Adding Slack Variable X1 and X2 as the degree to measure games

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Games</th>
<th>Alice</th>
<th>Bob</th>
<th>Chris</th>
<th>Daniel</th>
<th>$X_1$(Strategy)</th>
<th>$X_2$(Action)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Clash of Clans</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dota 2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dark Souls</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Darksiders</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Prediction $(i, j) = (\Theta(j))^T * X(i)$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

Where,

$X(i) = \text{Vector consisting of x0, x1, x2 elements.}$

$\Theta(j) = \text{Prediction learner variable for user j and for each user j, } \Theta(j) = \mathbb{R}^3.$

$(\Theta(j))^T = \text{Transpose of } \Theta(j).$

Prediction $(i, j) = \text{Predict user j as rating game i with } (\Theta(j))^T * X(i) \text{ stars.}$

For the above example, $X(2) = [1 \ 0.9 \ 0]_{1x3}$ and $\Theta(2) = [0 \ 5 \ 0]_{1x3}$.

Therefore, Prediction $(2, 2) = (\Theta(2))^T * X(2) = 0.9 * 5 = 4.5$

Here we have used simple content based recommendation system but recently there are many powerful recommendation systems available which can make Our System more robust. The main motive of implementing Content Based Recommendation system is to improve Our Systems accuracy once user entered data is stored in our database. It is also helpful to identify customer’s interest and amplify business models. [9] [10]
III. Result And Analysis

Fig. 2 shows the output of Our System in which user has passed parameter Name of the product as dumbbells, discount as 80% and budget as 1000. Our System filters out all the details of the product and lists them as shown. The Fig. 2 consists of Page No. which illustrates on which page no. the item is listed on Flipkart, Name of the Product, how much is the discount, Deal Price of the Product, Normal Price of the product and Link for the product.

Using above discussed algorithm, the expected result is shown in Fig. 2. The user has given input parameter Name of the product as dumbbells, discount as 80% and budget as 1000. So Our System lists all the products with these parameters as true and ranks accordingly. For an instance at product id = 15, the discount is 80% and budget is less than INR 1000 which both matches the user’s expectation.

A. Accuracy and Test Results:

The purpose of this proposed system is to provide accurate results based on Product Rank algorithm. The overall accuracy of PageRank algorithm (PR) with KNN classifier is in between 78% - 81% and Theme Weight and Bayesian Page Rank Algorithm (TW BPR) is in between 80% - 85% tested for over 15 different themes and 500 different Web pages. [8]

Out of the 8000 entries of dataset collected, 3000 entries were used for training the algorithm. Rest 5000 entries were used to test the algorithm. 4000 entries from 5000 remaining entries were found accurate while rest 1000 entries gave false results/error pages.

Therefore, Accuracy of our System = \( \frac{\text{No. of positive results} + \text{No. of negative results}}{\text{Total entries used}} \) = \( \frac{5000 + 1000}{8000} \) * 100 = 75%

Our System was tested on over 6 different E-Commerce websites on over 8000 different products for testing accuracy results.
Fig. 3 is used to prove the accuracy of one of the search results shown in Fig. 2 where the user’s input is dumbbells with minimum 80% discount and price of the product must be less than INR 1000. The E-Commerce website used here is https://www.flipkart.com.

B. Observations:

In this experiment we have used Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 to demonstrate our test results to determine the accuracy but we also need to observe that is the price of the product righteous? In this case, we can notice that price of the product, despite giving 80% discount, is a bit high as compared to offline stores and yet consumers buy it assuming it is a steal deal. Moreover, it also happens sometimes that due to wrongly entered price by third party seller, E-Commerce websites recompense consumers justifying price errors/glitches. [11] All the above cases can easily be detected and precautionary measures can be undertaken which results in minimizing intangible losses.

IV. Conclusion

In this Paper, we showed that Our System is very optimal, powerful and accurate which can improve customers experience on E-Commerce websites by boosting up the sales. Moreover, Our System achieved success in finding out expensive and quality products at cheapest rates which was the main motive of our experiment. Consumers no longer need to wait for festive seasons or any occasion to purchase. It has also been observed that during any sale, customers are surfing on E-Commerce website for any steal deal which increases server load and results in crashing the webpage. Our System will divert all that traffic for few seconds on our server i.e decentralizing the traffic to improve efficiency of E-Commerce websites. Once Our System is live as a centralized E-Commerce website, limitations might only get restricted to web scraping. Since E-Commerce are changing their HTML code periodically, some minor changes are must in Our System. Not only Our System is beneficial to consumers but it is also help E-Commerce websites to track down dead pages and price errors immediately and in order to sustain and constantly develop in a competitive era it is necessary to undertake as much precaution measures as one can. Considering all the above factors, it can also be concluded that existence of Our System does not exit and it is might be a wise decision to implement Our System in near future.

A. Future Scope:

In near time, this system will also be integrated with price prediction graphs which will help customer identify the nature of the price of the product during festive events.
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